Sometimes life is compared to a play. The real stars of a play often work behind the scenes. The talents of many different people are needed before the curtain can go up. In the same way, you can use your abilities in serving others for Christ’s sake. Consider the abilities needed for each of these “behind-the-scenes” jobs and mark the two jobs you’d do the best.

**Tickets and Advertising**
- make ad posters and write play announcements
- keep track of tickets sold
- greet people who come to the play
- sell tickets and make change

**Scenery**
- move and set up scenery
- make things of wood
- draw and paint well
- work well with others

**Prompter**
- read well
- be patient and cheerful
- have a clear speaking voice
- finish jobs started

**Props and Costumes**
- be neat and organized
- be on time
- think of details
- remember what needs to be done

**Director**
- make lists and plans
- get along with people
- encourage others to do their best
- keep calm